A study on the interaction of feldspar and quartz with mixed anionic/cationic collector
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ABSTRACT

Interaction studies of feldspar and quartz with a mixed cationic/anionic collector namely N-tallow 1,3-propylenediamine-dioleate (duomeen TDO) were carried-out. The interaction between collector and minerals has potential to change the surface properties from hydrophilic to hydrophobic. In this study the adsorption behaviour of duomeen TDO on feldspar and quartz was assessed through zeta potential (ζ) and contact angle (Ω) measurements as well as with Fourier transformed infra-red (FTIR) spectroscopy. The sample was collected from Apex Granite, Muar, Johor and thus sample characterization were also carried out such as X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used for qualitative analysis and field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) in order to yield useful microscopic information. Zeta-potential results between pH 2 and pH 10 for feldspar and quartz were measured. When the zero negative value of quartz reached pH 2 the separation process of feldspar from quartz was more significant. By gradually adding duomeen TDO, the contact angle of feldspar and quartz were increased leading to enhance hydrophobicity, but decreasing its free energy and components (Lifshitz-van der Waals γL, Lewis electron-donor γL and Lewis electron-acceptor γL'). FTIR results showed that at various dosages of duomeen TDO, this collector adsorbed on feldspar and quartz surfaces in the bands characteristic of alkyl chains, νas (CH2) and νs (CH2) and νs (CH3) groups between region of 2800-3000 cm−1. Moreover the intensity of the alkyl chain bands increased slightly higher for feldspar compared to quartz with increasing initial duomeen TDO concentration. Finally single mineral flotation tests using Hallimond tube were performed and it has been found that feldspar floatability increased with increasing concentration of duomeen TDO.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Feldspar is a basic raw material used in glass and ceramic industries. In a significant proportion of feldspar ores, Na-feldspar (albite, NaAlSi3O8) and K-feldspar (KAlSi3O8, microcline or orthoclase) exist in the same matrix. The basic feldspar structure consists of a ring of four tetrahedral unit; potassium and sodium feldspar have three silicon tetrahedral and one aluminium tetrahedron, while in calcium feldspar half of four tetrahedral units are silicon-based and another half are aluminium-based [1]. The surface of feldspar is composed of positive and negative sites. The positive charges are mostly Na+ ions in albite and K+ ions in orthoclase, microcline, and the negatives are polar silanol groups or nonpolar siloxane group [2, 3]. The separation of feldspar from quartz is challenging due to their identical crystalline structures and close similarities in their physical and chemical properties. However, the only technique was recommended to obtain the feldspar was by flotation process. It can be related to the adsorption mechanism of the collector (reagent) onto feldspar surface.

The interaction between collector and mineral would be able to change the surface properties of feldspar from hydrophilic to hydrophobic. The floatability of feldspar is essentially determined by their surface state thus by the extent of surface free energy components of feldspar.

When feldspar and quartz are ground, their surfaces consist of silicon and aluminium atoms (for feldspar) and silicon (for quartz) are unsaturated due to anionic tetrahedron breakage. In a dry environment broken SiO bonds will result in reactive surface sites, on which atmospheric water molecules can chemisorb to cover the surface with hydroxyl group (silanol group) with hydroxyl group (silanol group). However when placed in water, the surface atoms are saturated with hydroxyl group and thus, the dissociation of surface hydroxyl group (OH−) or OH at low and high pH respectively, creating either a positively or negatively charged surface [1, 3, 4 and 5]. The significant isoelectric point is the pH at which the zeta potential is zero [6]. There is a pH known as the point of zero charge (pzc), where the majority of surface sites are neutral and the net charge on the surface is zero (i.e the density of positive and negative sites is equal).

The flotation of feldspar from quartz has been the most suitable method for the separation process. In a
conventional process, feldspar is separated from quartz using a cationic amine collector and hydrofluoric (HF) acid as an activator for feldspar. As it is known the process pollutes the environment and causes health problem, subsequently will result in the high cost to keep the environment friendly [7, 8]. Therefore a mixed cationic and anionic collector N-Tallow 1,3 propylene-diamine-dioleate (duomeen TDO) was found to be effective for feldspar flotation without using HF acid [7, 9 and 10]. There were also studies being done on single mineral without using HF acid to obtain high recoveries of feldspar [11-14]. Another study was the flotation of feldspar from quartz using n-alkyltrimethylene diamine together with sodium petroleum sulfonate as collectors in hydrochloric acid or sulfuric acid using FW type flotator with 400 ml capacity at 10% pulp [15].

This paper aims at evaluating feldspar behavior and its flotation process performance using mixed collector (cationic and anionic) namely N-tallow 1,3 propylene diamine-dioleate (duomeen TDO). Initial understanding of adsorption behavior of mixed collector cationic and anionic behavior is very significant that can provide guidance for manipulation of surface properties before the process can be further proceeded to the bench scale flotation. This was being done upon correlated data collected from several different fundamental measuring techniques such as zeta potential, FTIR, contact angle and Hallimond tube. On the other hand, chemical and physical properties of the sample were also investigated.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Sample preparation

Samples of pegmatite rock were used in this experimental works were obtained from Apex Granite, Bukit Mor Quarry, Johore, Malaysia. At first the rock samples were dried, crushed using primary crusher and secondary crusher. Free feldspar and quartz were manually collected from the sample. Approximately 200 grams of each minerals were ground for 10 minutes in a laboratory ball mill with 10 kg of mixed steel balls (5 kg of 5.0 cm, 3 kg of 3.75 cm and 2 kg of 2.50 cm diameter). The ground minerals were screened to produce particle size fraction -150 + 38 μm. The grinding process was repeated until sufficient sample was obtained. The particles were analyzed for contact angle measurement. And flotation test works using Hallimond. Some of the particles were further pulverized using agate mortar and sieved to -5 μm using ultrasonic bath. This fraction was then analyzed by zeta potential and FTIR analyses.

2.2 Chemical reagent

A mixed cationic-anionic diamine collector of N-Tallow 1,3 propylene diamine dioleate (duomeen TDO) was used in the experimental works. Prior flotation process, duomeen TDO collector was dissolved in distilled water.

Analytical grade of sodium hydroxide was used for pH adjustment. Diluted Aero 65 was used as a frother.

2.3 Sample Characterization

X-ray fluorescence (XRF) was used to determine the total chemical composition of the sample. The Fe content was analyzed by atomic absorption spectrophotometer (AAS). Representative rock polish samples were observed using image analysis purposely to foresee its feldspar surface and iron stain. X-ray diffraction (XRD), field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) and energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) were used to support the studies.

2.4 Zeta potential measurements

The objective for determining zeta potential was to obtain an indication of the magnitude of the potential at the beginning of the diffuse double layer around the particles. Electrokinetic properties such as potential determining ions (pdi) and isoelectric point (ipe) in an aqueous of fine particles are very important factors in understanding the adsorption mechanism of organic and inorganic species at the solid and solution interface. To perform the zeta potential test, feldspar and quartz particles -5 μm were used at a concentration of 0.025 g/100 ml. Ionic strengths of 10^{-3} M was maintained with KNO₃. Solutions in the range of pH2 to pH10 were prepared and then the mineral was added. After 30 minutes conditioning, the pH of the suspension was recorded again and regarded as the pH of the measurement.

Zeta potential was determined using Brookhaven Zeta plus zeta meter (USA). The softwares allow the direct reading of zeta potential calculated from the electrophoretic velocity is proportional to the electric field, with the proportionality constant called the electrophoretic mobility using new approach which is shown in equations 1 and 2 [16, 17]:

\[ V_{ep} = \mu_{ep} E \]  

where,

\[ V_{ep} \] is electrophoretic velocity, \( E \) is the electric field strength and \( \mu \) is Electrophoretic mobility

\[ \mu_{ep} = \varepsilon_{r} \varepsilon_{0} \zeta / \eta \]  

where \( \mu_{ep} \) is the electrophoretic mobility, \( \varepsilon_{r} \) is the relative permittivity of the liquid, \( \zeta \) is Zeta potential and \( \eta \) its viscosity.

2.5 Contact angle and surface energy determination

The critical surface tension of wetting of a mineral was determined by contact angle approach. Surface tension
and surface free energy are important parameters in flotation because it quantifies the disruption of intermolecular bonds that occurs when a surface is created. Since feldspar and quartz are hydrophilic, if their surfaces are covered with a hydrophobic reagent meaning that its total surface energy would be reduced, so that they can attach to the bubble and rise to the top of the froth zone. Contact angle together with collector adsorption, is a major indicator for identifying the surface energy of a material. To perform the contact angle test, 1.5 gram of solid powder of samples of -150+38 µm size fraction each was being conditioned in 100 ml solution for 30 minutes with duomeen TDO at different pH. Then the solution was filtered, the residue obtained was dried and 1 gram each was placed into a glass tube and was carefully and equally packed each time.

Contact angle on solid powders was determined by sorption measurements using Kruss Tensiometer K100 and Kruss LabDesk 3.1 software. Sorption measurements using rise of liquids in powder pores as in capillary tubes applying the Washburn equation [18]:

\[ I^2/T = \frac{\gamma \cos \theta}{2\eta} \] (3)

Here I represents the mass of the liquid flow, \( \gamma \) is the surface tension of liquid, r is the rise the capillary radius, \( \eta \) is the liquid viscosity and \( \theta \) is advancing angle. Modifying the equation by replacing the capillary radius by a capillary constant, the contact angle can be calculated. The capillary constant was determined using n-Hexane with virtual 0° angle, giving a cos \( \theta = 1 \). Using the obtained capillary constant, contact angles for three standard liquids used: deionised water, 1-bromonapthalene and formamide were calculated with defined acid and base components. This is followed by surface energy estimation with van Oss acid-base method. The free surface can be separated into a polar or dispersion component (due to Lifshitz-van-der Waals forces) and a polar or Lewis acid-base component comprising an electron-donor and electron-acceptor parameter of the interacting phases [19].

The surface free energy can be derived from contact angle (\( \Theta \)) measurements. According to van Oss [19], the free surface can be separated into a polar or dispersion component (due to Lifshitz-van-der Waals forces) and a polar or Lewis acid-base component comprising an electron-donor and electron-acceptor parameter of the interacting phases:

\[ \gamma^{AB} = 2\sqrt{\gamma_1} \gamma \] (4)

\[ \gamma_d = \gamma_s - 2(\sqrt{\gamma_s \gamma_l} + \sqrt{\gamma_s \gamma_l} \gamma_s + \sqrt{\gamma_s \gamma_l} \gamma_s) \] (5)

The following equation is obtained while combining Young’s equation with 4 and 5:

\[ (1+\cos \Theta) \gamma_1 = 2(\sqrt{\gamma_s \gamma_l} + \sqrt{\gamma_s \gamma_l} \gamma_s + \sqrt{\gamma_s \gamma_l} \gamma_s) \] (6)

The values of Lifshitz-van der Waals (\( \gamma_s^{LW} \)), Lewis electron-donor (\( \gamma_s^L \)), and Lewis electron-acceptor (\( \gamma_s^A \)) components of the free surface energy on the feldspar and quartz with untreated and varying amounts of propylenediamine TDO were calculated using equation 6. By measuring contact angles at least with three different liquids such as deionized water, bromonaphthalene and formamide with defined acid and base components, the surface energies of minerals could be determined.

2.6 FTIR measurement

Fourier transformed infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy is a measurement technique for collecting infrared spectra and hence the chemical bonds in a molecule can be determined. Since the collector used was TDO Duomeen, the relative adsorption of this collector on feldspar and quartz were accessed by the intensity of the adsorption band. Thus the alkyl band characteristic, \( v_{as}(\text{CH}_2) \), \( v_{as}(\text{CH}_3) \) and \( v_{as}(\text{CH}_2) \) as well as amine spectrum due to \( v_{as}(\text{NH}_2) \) and \( v_{s}(\text{NH}_2) \) could be determined. At the same time the area under the alkyl chain can be measured. To perform the FTIR test, 0.1 g of the mineral powder (-5 µm) was conditioned in an Erlenmeyer flask containing 100 ml collector solution at specified pH and concentration for 60 minutes [8]. After equilibration, the suspension was filtered through millipore filter paper and the solids were air-dried overnight at room temperature. The FTIR spectra were obtained with Perkin Elmer Spectrum One, an average of 400 scans measured at 4 cm\(^{-1}\) resolution with narrow band. The samples were mixed with KBr matrix.

2.7 Single mineral flotation

The Hallimond tube flotation tests for feldspar and quartz at pH 2 with different dosage of collector. The performance of the flotation was measured based on the recovery of a single mineral. pH was control by sulfuric acid (\( \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4 \)) and NaOH as pH controllers. Prior flotation 250 ml of collector solution was prepared in a beaker and agitate by magnetic stirrer. The solution was then transferred into the Hallimond Tube and 1 gram of the mineral was then added. The suspension was conditioned for five minutes followed by flotation for 1 minute at a constant air flowrate of 10 ml/min. When flotation time was done, the air flow and stirrer was stopped. Float product was filtered, dried and weighed. The weigh of product obtained will be divided by 1 g and multiplied by 100 to get percent of recovery.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Sample characterization

Table 1.0 shows the chemical composition of pegmatite and feldspar sample used in the experimental works. It can be seen that the percentage of K\(_2\)O was significant compared to Na\(_2\)O and this indicated that the sample was alkali feldspar.
The mineral identification using XRD as shown in Figure 1 demonstrated that the major mineral present in pegmatite sample were quartz, microcline and albite. Figure 2 shows the FESEM micrograph indicated that the quartz particles disseminated in feldspar. The analysis was carried out on rock polish section that previously being etched by hydrofluoric acid at 49% concentration. Hence, the quartz particle was measured approximately between 10-30 µm wide and 20 to 130 µm long. Figure 3 (a) and (b) show the EDAX analysis for feldspar and interlocked quartz respectively, where the feldspar contained elements Al (10.03%), Si (26.18%), K (10.13%), Na (2.61%) and O (55.72%) while the quartz showed the presence of Si (45.12%) and O (52.32%).

Table 1.0 the chemical composition of pegmatite and feldspar sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical Composition</th>
<th>Feldspar (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂</td>
<td>68.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al₂O₃</td>
<td>17.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na₂O</td>
<td>2.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K₂O</td>
<td>11.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₂O₃</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaO</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1 XRD analysis of pegmatite was identified to be quartz, microcline and albite.

Fig. 2 FESEM micrograph shows the quartz disseminated in feldspar.

3.2 Zeta Potential Measurements

Figure 4 illustrates the effect of pH on zeta potential of feldspar and quartz. It can be seen that an increase of pH in suspension resulted in an increasing in the negative charge of both samples until pH 10. The results showed that the isoelectric point (iep) of quartz was at pH 2 while the extrapolation of the curves in the case of feldspar indicated iep of about pH 1.90. At pH 2, feldspar exhibited -7.89 mV whereas quartz approximately 0.00 mV. In general feldspar showed higher negative at all pH charge compared to quartz.

The zeta potential of feldspar and quartz as a function of duomeen TDO concentration at pH 2 is shown in Figure 5. The zeta potential for feldspar started at lower concentration of Duomeen TDO (2 ppm) gave -1.0 mV. However, the magnitude of charge reversal for feldspar occurred at 10 ppm, then the feldspar acquired drastically increasing positive charge until about 35.02 mV at 60 ppm duomeen TDO. Whereas for quartz, at 2 ppm duomeen TDO the zeta potential obtained was -3 mV. Then the zeta potential of quartz increased gradually until 13.28 mV at 60 ppm TDO, and above this dosage its zeta potential remained similar. Since feldspar was negatively charged at pH 2, the doubly charged positive diamine species adsorbed through electrostatic interactions leading to its flotation but not adsorbed on quartz due to zero charge. The adsorption principally occurred was due to duomeen TDO which is a compound consists of reacting one molecule of alkyl (tallow) propylene diamine [R-NH-CH₂-CH₂-CH₂-NH₂] and two molecules of oleic acid [CH₃(CH₂)₇CH=CH(CH₂)₇COOH]. To yield di-oleate salt, the structural formula [R-NH₂CH₂CH₂CH₂-NH₂]⁺⁺[C₁₇H₃₅COO]⁻ is formed [9]. The diamine and oleate molecules forming the diamine-dioleate compound could be due to hydrogen bonding involving two electronegative atoms of O and N of the respective functional groups which can be shown as [20]:

≡SiOH…H₂N-R ↔ ≡SiO⁻…H₂⁺N-R

Where negative charges (SiO⁻) exist on the feldspar surfaces.
3.3 Contact Angle Measurements

Contact angle, together with collector adsorption, is a major indicator for identifying whether flotation conditions are capable in separating minerals. As can be seen in Table 2, the contact angle increased with the increasing in the duomeen TDO concentration. It is known that the hydrophilic surface character of a mineral can be changed to a hydrophobic state by adsorbed surface active material. The contact angles ($\Theta_{water}$) of untreated feldspar and quartz were as 60.15° and 57.00° respectively. The overall contact angles ($\Theta_{water}$) for feldspar was higher than quartz after treating with duomeen TDO at pH 2. This was more pronounced when the collector used was 1.2 ppm giving contact angles $\Theta_{water}$ feldspar 90.0° which was higher than quartz 85.58°. When the contact angle of feldspar reached to 90° at 1.20 ppm of duomeen TDO, signifying that formation of monolayer around the particles was formed and the monolayer of quartz reached at 1.4 ppm of duomeen TDO usage.

![Fig. 4 Effect of pH on zeta potential for feldspar and quartz.](image1)

![Fig. 5 Zeta potential of feldspar and quartz as a function of Duomeen TDO concentration at pH12.](image2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minerals</th>
<th>Treatment with Duomeen TDO (ppm)</th>
<th>Contact angle (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Felspar</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>62.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>72.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>76.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>78.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>85.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>Untreated</td>
<td>57.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>59.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>62.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>68.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>78.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>80.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>85.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>90.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results shown in Table 3 with the values of $\gamma^{AB} = 2\sqrt{\gamma^p\gamma^b}$, $\gamma$ was used to calculate the surface free energy components. It shows that both feldspar and quartz exhibited a significant decreased in free energy and its components with increasing duomeen TDO dosage leading to enhance hydrophobicity. The $\gamma_s$ value of untreated feldspar decreased from 40.43 to 29.36 mJ/m² at duomeen concentration of 1.4 ppm, while for quartz have shown the decreasing of $\gamma_s$, from 42.90 to 32.08 mJ/m². The polar (acid-base) component $\gamma^{AB}$ which was representing the surface free energy of feldspar and quartz, decreased with increasing hydrophobicity due to the replacement of surface polar groups by nonpolar groups that carry low or permanent dipoles.
3.4 FTIR measurement

To investigate the effect of duomeen TDO dosage on feldspar and quartz, two set of experiments were performed in which the pulp were subjected to pH 2. The adsorption plot of the peaks for feldspar and quartz are illustrated in Figures 6 and 7 respectively. The FTIR spectra of feldspar and quartz treated with 100 ppm duomeen TDO showed the bands characteristic of alkyl chains, $\nu_{as}$ (CH$_3$), $\nu_{as}$ (CH$_2$) and $\nu_s$ (CH$_2$) groups between region 3000-2800 cm$^{-1}$, at around 2955 cm$^{-1}$, 2926 and 2854 cm$^{-1}$.

The intensity of the alkyl chain bands increased slightly higher for feldspar compared to quartz with increasing initial duomeen TDO concentration, emphasising more collector adsorption on feldspar. The peak area under the alkyl chain bands between region 3000-2800cm$^{-1}$ was measured and plotted as a function of concentration as shown in Fig 8. It is assumed that since the zero potential charge (zpc) for quartz was found to be 2, the duomeen TDO adsorption at this pH on quartz was also lower.

3.4 Single mineral flotation

The flotation of feldspar and quartz response differently by adding different dosage of duomeen TDO at pH 2 with sulfuric acid as pH controller is shown in Figure 9. In general the feldspar recovery increased with the increasing of duomeen TDO concentration. Feldspar floated more effectively compared to quartz which floated in lesser amount. Thus, the flotation of feldspar however started to occur at very low concentration of duomeen TDO (0.8 ppm) with 28% floated and increased gradually to 40.12% at 20 ppm duomeen TDO, then its recovery rose to 86.0% at 60 ppm duomeen TDO. Above this point the feldspar recovery remained similar.

4. CONCLUSION

The zeta potentials at pH 2 without treating duomeen TDO showed the magnitude of mV for quartz approximately 0 compared to feldspar -7.89 mV which was marginally higher. This pH was used for Hallimond tube flotation. Monolayer of duomeen TDO was developed on the feldspar particle when 1.2 ppm of the collector used at pH 2. This was indicated by the contact angle of water $\Theta_{water} = 90^\circ$. FTIR measurements have shown that the spectra of
duomeen TDO exhibit as alkyl chains and the adsorption of this collector on feldspar was higher than quartz. Feldspar floatability by single mineral flotation increased with increasing concentration of duomeen TDO.
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